
Div T

Tucker

Illegal road, close
with full rehab and

pock marking

Illegal road, close
with full rehab and

pock marking

Full Rehab. Pock mark prepare
 for seed bed. Use rock and

 trees to cover line.
Dozerline around spot fire,

need full rehab, berms pulled
in, debris scattered on line.

Need location, GPS

Close road here

Close road
Pock mark 200'

Multiple hose and
sprinkler kits
are deployed at
structures here
and will need
to be back hauled
out. No pumps FF
used available
water faucets.

Remove and
repair per
landowner
and READ

No improvements
were made

No improvements
were made

No improvements
were made

When safe to do so. Pull berm
back on line, install
water bars as needed,
and scatter woody
debris back onto line as
directed by READ repair
plan. Recommend excavator
with thumb attachment.

Chip all the cut
woody debris
at camp from
structure prep.

Fire never
burned to it its
perfectly fine.

Repair is
needed.

When safe to do so.
This is a firefighter
made pond utilizing
plastics and rocks to creat
a pond in the stream. This
will need to be removed
once fire is controlled an
there is no longer a need.

Close, full rehab, 15-20 dozer
 line cut. Rock, tree, waterbar, 

seed, pock

Close, full rehab, 15-20 dozer
 line cut. Rock, tree, waterbar, 

seed, pock

1/4 acre size safety zone. When it is safe to do so. 
Pull berm back on line, seed, install water bars as 
needed, and scatter woody debris. Follow repair 

plan as set up by READ. Recommend an excavator Full Rehab, tree,
 rock, pock, waterbar

Close, full rehab, 15-20 dozer
 line cut. Rock, tree, waterbar,
 seed, pock

Close, full rehab, 15-20 dozer
line cut. Rock, tree, waterbar,
seed, pock

Berms pulled to middle
of trail and seed and
place vegetation,
waterbars when needed

Berms pulled to middle of trail
 and seed and place vegetation, 

waterbars when needed

Full rehab, pull in trees,
rocks, waterbar and pockmark.

Berms pulled to middle of trail 
and seed and place vegetation, 

waterbars when needed

Full Rehab, tree,
 rock, pock, waterbar

Berms pulled to middle of
 trail and seed and place
 vegetation, waterbars 

when needed

When it is safe to do so. Pull berm back on
 line, install water bars as needed, and

 scatter woody debris. Follow repair plan as 
set up by READ. Recommend an excavator 

with a thumb attachment.

Rip trail with excavator, pull 
trees and rocks on trail and pock

Pull dozer back to existing trail. 
Masticated with heavy equipment. 

Install water bars as needed, 
and scatter woody debris.

Full Rehab, tree, rock,
pock, waterbar

Close, full rehab, 15-20 dozer
 line cut. Rock, tree, waterbar,

 seed, pock

Chip saw cut debris along road. 
A towed chipper unit would work.

pull back into two
 track/pull in berm

Full Rehab. Pock mark prepare
 for seed bed. Use rock and

 trees to cover line.
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Perimeter as of 8/27/18 0315 29,912 ac.

! Completed - Inspected

! Completed - Ready for Inspection

! In Progress

! Repair Needed

No Repair Needed

! Other - See Comments

! Unknown

Completed - Inspected
Completed - Ready for Inspection
In Progress
Repair Needed
No Repair Needed
Other - See Comments
Unknown


